Train Your Brain Math Club

Train Your Brain Math Club meets on Fridays at 4:20-5:20pm. The aim is to teach high school students how to solve interesting and often hard but still elementary problems. This should be quite helpful to those of the students who want to succeed in Math Contests such as AMC and ARML.

We use a variety of sources, including the problems from AMC 10 and AMC 12 competitions as well as some other collections of problems. Occasionally, certain topics from more advanced Mathematics (such as elementary Graph Theory, Set Theory or Discrete Mathematics) are considered.

Students who are interested in joining Train Your Brain Math Club should call UAB Special Studies at (205)934-8263 and mention Train Your Brain Math Club.

Contact information:
Dr A. Blokh, Coordinator of Outreach Program
Department of Mathematics
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 35294-1170
(205)934-2154; ablokh@math.uab.edu
www.math.uab.edu